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Featured Product: Hilti HIT-HY 200 Adhesive Anchor System  
Hilti has launched the most revolutionary 

adhesive anchor system to date--Hilti HIT-HY 

200 Adhesive Anchor System. Inadequately 

cleaning holes during installation can reduce 

the performance of conventional adhesive 

anchor systems significantly. Hilti Safe Set™ Technology eliminates this factor almost entirely and improves 

reliability and productivity because no manual hole cleaning is required to obtain optimum performance. 

However, training is advised for crews using these products. 

 

For holes that clean themselves use the new Hilti TE-CD and TE-YD Hollow Drill Bits in conjunction with the 

Hilti VC 20/40 vacuum. Dust is removed by the Hilti VC 20/40 Vacuum System while drilling is in progress for 

faster drilling and a virtually dustless working environment. No more cleaning after drilling means higher 

productivity and less cleaning errors. This new method of installation is only allowed with one adhesive in the 

market- Hilti HIT-HY 200.  

 

No cleaning required -The new Hilti HIT-Z, zero cleaning rod with its cone-shaped helix works as a torque-

controlled anchor. This means that because of their shape, HIT-Z Anchor Rods, when used with HIT-HY 200, the 

unique shape of the HIT-Z Anchor Rod allows it to be installed in a standard (hammer drilled, dry or water 

saturated concrete, above 41°F/5°C) uncleaned hole. The benefits are clear: fewer steps, less equipment and 

extremely high reliability in anchoring applications.  

 

The traditional blow-brush-blow method is also an option. The current industry standard installation method 

uses compressed air and a wire brush to clean the drill hole. Like all Hilti adhesive anchors, HIT-HY 200 can be 

installed using the traditional blow-brush-blow method. Because HIT –HY 200 requires only two blows of 

compressed air, two brushes and two more blows of compressed air (2x2x2) when using the traditional 

method, it is still faster to install than other adhesives on the market that require at least a 4x4x4. The blow-

brush-blow cleaning technique maximizes the application range for the HIT-HY 200.  

 

Available in two versions with the same load performance: HIT-HY 200-R for “regular” working times and HIT-

HY 200-A for “accelerated” working times allows contractors to choose the perfect adhesive for the application 

and jobsite conditions.  

 

Hilti HIT-HY 200 Adhesive Anchor System installed with the Hollow drill bit method, HIT-Z or standard hole 

cleaning is approved by ICC-ES in the ESR 3187 for use in all seismic zones and uncracked and cracked 

concrete.  

 

About Hilti, Inc.  

Hilti is a world-leading manufacturer and supplier of quality, innovative and specialized tools and 
fastening systems for the professional user. With more than 1,300 highly trained Hilti account 
managers and engineers throughout North America and an additional 1,000 Hilti employees 
nationwide, Hilti expertise covers the areas of powder actuated fastening, drilling and demolition, 
diamond coring and cutting, measuring, firestopping, screw fastening, adhesive and mechanical 
anchoring, and strut and hanger systems. 
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For more information on the Hilti HIT-HY 200 Adhesive Anchor System, please contact Hilti Customer Service. 

From the U.S., call Hilti, Inc., at 1-800-879-8000 or visit the HY200 info page www.us.hilti.com/HY200 ; from 

Canada, call Hilti (Canada) Corporation at 1-800-363-4458 or visit www.ca.hilti.com/HY200 .  

 
 


